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Level X

I

I.

Notation Concepts
A. New: 64"'note triplet

II.

Rhythm/Meter Concepts - it is assumed the student has a working
knowledge of time signatures and note/rest values in preceding levels.

III.

Chord Concepts
A. Functions - tonic, supertonic, mediant, subdominant, dominant, submediant, leading tone
Name function or add Roman numerals for scale degrees in given
examples. Spell or write the appropriate chord when given the scale
degree and key signature.
B. Cadences - M V - I - V - I , I-IV-ii-V-I, and I-vi-ii-V-I
Write in Roman numerals under given chords, add root in bass clef,
or write cadence when given Roman numerals. Testing keys: C, F,
and G. (Triads in treble in root position form of cadence)

IV

rv.

1

IV

1

VI

Key Signature Concepts
A. All major and minor key signatures
B. Circle of 5ths - all major and minor keys
C. Scales - Write, spell, or name given major, natural minor, harmonic
minor, or melodic minor scales. Testing will be limited to the keys of
e-flat minor, a-flat minor, F# Major, and C# Major.
D. Modes - (untransposed only) (Be able to name, spell, or write the
Ionian CDEFGABC
one octave scale.)
Dorian DEFGABCD
Phrygian EFGABCDE
LydianFGABCDEF
Mixolydian- G A B C D E F G
Aeolian ABCDEFGA
Locrian BCDEFGAB
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X-2
V.

Form Concepts
A, Contemporary forms: Aleatory (aleatoric, chance); Serial (twelve
tone) See Terminology and Music History below for definitions.

VI.

Terminology
Acoustics - the science that deals with sounds and the physical basis of
music. The most important areas for the musician are:
1) the nature of musical sound/ vibrations
2) intervals
3) consonance and dissonance
4) resonance
5) architectural acoustics
Agogic - an accent is said to be agogic if it is held for slightly longer
than its fijll duration
Chamber music - instrumental ensemble music performed by one player
for each part, as opposed to orchestral music in which there are
several players for each part.
Chance music (aleatory music) - music in which the composer introduces
elements of chance or unpredictability in regard to the form and
structure, and sometimes also to the actual performance
Hemiola - the term implies the ratio of 3:2. In modem times it indicates
the use o f 3 half notes instead of 2 dotted half notes. It is a compositional device that creates a feeling of meter change without an
actual meter change written in the score.
Pesante - heavy, weighty (Schoenberg often used this term)
Serial music (twelve-tone) - music in which the twelve tones of the chromatic scale are organized into a specific order called a tone row.
(Atonal music)
Tonality - "loyalty to one tone" One of the most remarkable features of
music from its very beginnings throughout the world is the fact that
nearly every piece gives preference to one tone (tonic) to which all
other tones are related.
Atonality - the absence of tonality (used by some 20'^ century
Composers)
Bitonality - music written in two different keys played simultaneously
Polytonality - the simultaneous use of 2, 3, or 4 different keys in
different parts of the music
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VII.

Music History - Contemporary Period 1900 - Present
Composers:
Scott Joplin
1868- 1917
USA
Arnold Schoenberg
1874- 1951
Austria/Hungary
Bela Bartok
1881- 1945
Hungary
Sergei Prokofiev
1891- 1953
Russia
George Gershwin
1898- 1937
USA
Paul Hindemith
1895- 1963
Germany
1904- 1987
Dmitri Kabalevsky
Russia
Aaron Copland
1900- 1991
USA
1912- 1993
John Cage
USA
Norman Dello Joio
1913USA
Leonard Bernstein
1918- 1990
USA
Be able to name 3 composers and countries of origin.
Style Characteristics:
Dissonance
Precise dynamic, phrasing, and tempo indications
New notation types
Prepared instruments (placing items such as pieces of wood, rubber,
cloth, and screwdrivers between the strings)
Tonality - sometimes the total absence of tonality; sometimes
multi-tonality simultaneously
**Be able to recognize characteristics in matching or Hil-in-theblank questions in which word choices are given.
Forms:
Aleatory (aleatoric, chance)
Serial (twelve-tone)
**Know definitions (in Terminology above)
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